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Memonmt m

John Cordes, Jesse Punches, Trip RoacAlld, IJo Slaggio, and NRC StaffTo:
From: Stephen J.K. Walters, Ph.D.

Profenor of Txooomics, Loyola Colic;c in Maryland
January 4,1994Date:
Restorsdan of the Generic Exanpdon frtun Annual Paes for NonproStRc:
EducationalInsdtutions

Since our initial mecling of Dec.12,199:i, I have (a) canfully mytewed selected
comments on the proposed exernption for nonprofit educadonalinsdtations, (b) read the medical
pedtico to conduct a rulemaking, tr.d (c) conducted a literature survey related to the issues of
* positive externalides* and "public goods *

R1W on this tndeavor and on prior ICscafCL and analysis, I would makt the foll0Wmg

observations:
(1) The Comrniaston's proposal to rWas:alu the annual fee exemption for nonprofit

educational Innin tfons is, from the standpoint of swoomic analy:Is, Amdamentally sound.
(2) The Comrain!on's stated rationale for this exemption-the existence of ' external

benefits' re4uhing from use of uniycrsity research rr, actors-is, howsyst, somewhat vague, and
need.: to be 5;cci6ed in greater detall.

(3) What has been mining, thus far, in the discussion ofreasons wny an emnption might
be sceially dednble is an understandmg of the concep:of the 'public goods * which research and

Market provision of these peculiar but important goods iseducational facilities provide.
problenutic in soa:e cues, and it la for this ruuon that un!que consideration is due educational
insdtudons.

In thb memorandum, I will discuss ca:h of thess points La more depth and provida
references to literature where interested readers may find more <teMW informadon. I hope I
am not too long winded, but my hope la to providc you with a resource you will find useful in
drafting a final rule.

h .'Fatenul BMit' of NHem and Rewneh

Those who invest in education derive tangih'a pdvata benefita: by acquiring knowledge
or tralcing, they make themselves rnors valuable to employers, and capture this value in the
form of highet vages. In fact, this knowkdge bared earnings prem/wn haa beco growing lataly:
In the mid '70s, the median income of college graduates exceeded that of high school graduates
'oy about 35%, while by the late '60s this premium exceeded 70% 8

Erica L. Otoshco and Colin Droadowski, 'N Recent Rise in the Value of'Sce:
Mart t Forces at Work," Economic Commatary, Federal Reserve Bank ofEducation:
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Walom Memo: EhcadonelExennpden

It is widely-though by no means univorially-held in the economics literature, however,
that invesdng in educadon also yleids certain ' social" ee 'anternal" benefita.8 n ess are
benefits which are not wholly captured by the ladividual acepdring more education, but which
flow to society at large or to bystanders (i.s., those 'extemar to the act of lavesting in

3

<

.gdittsfin9),

For example, educadon at a!! levels h thought to strengthen the social fabtic by festaring
notions of mutual respect and coopemtion among individuals, and to persuade citizens to observe

,

certain paences -9 to preserve public health and safety. Investment in Afgher education
is thought to involvs one particularly important external benefit: tbs gencmdon of new ideas,
or technological advance. In this view, education is an input to research and development; an
externality arises because inventors so nacimes wi!!!>: unable to capture a!? the benefits of theirf

L intoutive activity. In panicular, some intenectual hchievements (e.g., matematical Georems,
which are an important input into ensina*ina) canrot be patented or otherwiss protected fromI

" copycats *; these imitators could then .wwyr' te wrne or an of the benefhs flowing hom thea
invectioni.,

;

Commer.ts on the NRC's proposed esempdon contained ample and sadsfactory evidenes
1

|
that nuclear facilldes and materials are an important element in educabal programs that
gw.te such extsmal benefits. Just about all the commenting institutions documented eat they
not only train significant numbers of enrolled students in $e propst handling of nuclear

,

materials; many abo offer seminars, study toura, and other informational progmms aimed at
introducing a wider public to the principles of nuclear safety. More important, a!! the
commenters stressed that me training these facilities maks possible is indeed a crucial input so
the production of new technologias in a varlecy of fle!ds, from archaeology to medicine to
physics.

:
d

%c problem here (which economists tend to refer to as 'the externality problem') is mis:
Since consumen tend to weigh only thepriate costs and beneths of purchasing more education,
and fall to consider the caternal bensfits, they wiIl tend to underesume this good. E.g.,

Suppose I could buy one more year of education at a cost of $10,000. . Suppose thrther that this
would mhe my lifetime earnings stream by $9,900 and geosrate enternal benefits of $1,000 (in

,

the form of extiu public health or safety enjoyed by others), for total social benefits of $10,900.
On net, society would bc $900 better off ifI bought the extra year of educabon, but I would bc
$100 poorer, and will decline to t;uy. Dis provides a radooale for public subsidies aimed at

,

L _ , , ,

L Cleveland, August 15, 1992.

For a critical surysy on this point, see: . Jack High, " State Educadca: Have Economists8

Made a Case?' Cao /ournal, v. 5, ao.1 (Spring / Summer 1935), pp. 305 23; mors geocr:11y, .

L see Burton Weisbrod, E.ceernal #entflu q(Pub #c EAcadon, Pdnsstan: Prinocton University
o

,

Press (1964).
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Walters Memo: EducGlomst konpdon
.

facnasing the amour.t e6' education wideh will be pmduced and consumed. In this sma$ a'

vouchar or scholarship for $100 or more (up to $1,0X)) would maks the anvestment la edumden-

|. worthwhile both persaally and socially.
I

nors is, trankly, scant e4 dance on the magnituds of the extemality problem in:
educadon. Discussion of tw nttar toads to be superficial; most treatmsnts simply point out;
that public subsidy of educe''on us tended to increa&# supply.s No coe, to my knowledge, Ass

: precisely quandfied the extent te whicMadividuals acting without subddy in ordinary marketsL
will under-produce and -soruums ad.wice, especially lugher education,' Several researchers,j

however, have prssented convincing evidence that countries which iniest more in education (or,
in the jargon, invest more in ' human capital formation") ordoy significantly higher tates ofo

j

; economic gmwth.:
'

Of course, it is possible to argue that quandfication of the aztemality problem in
education is unimportant; . the problem appears to be so widely acknowledged that subsidias fbr,.

e
education, including higher education, are the rule rather than the enception. For azampic, ths ,

comments on the NRC's proposed rules included informadon that (In-stata) students as the
,

University of Virgima pay only one-half the true cost of their education; at Corne!!, students'

pay a mere 29% of this cost. What is more, staff sad oguipment cons usually as far highsr'

in, say, nuclear engineering programs than in Englid literature; if tuidons are uniform nr.soas
~ programs, then, the nuclear engineenng student 19ceives a far smater subsidy than the Englishc

lit s:udent. But the existence of such subsidlea makes the absence of quanti 8 cation mom, not
It osctainly sessa reasonable to ask: Is not'the prsamt level of subaldyless, troubting.

sdequate to oysrcome the problem of under conswnption7 Ars additional subsidies from the
,

NRC truly necessary for this purpose?

'See the volums by Weishmd, cited earlier, and also: E!chanan Cohn,73e honomla (
Edw::arian, Cambridge: Ballitiger (1979); Walter Garma, er al., ifar Economics and Politics
of Publ!c F4scation, Eaglewood Clifh, MI: Franticoes!!(1978).,

,

'And some researchers argue that the esternality problem is not quantitatively significant in
education; see, e.g., Isek High and Jemme E111, *De Mais Supply of Education: ~ Some

.

3 '

Eistorical Evidence,* In Tylst Cowen, ed., De neory gMarter Fallure, Fairfhs, VA: George
,

'
;-

i Mason University Press (1988).
4

'See: Costas Azarisdis -and Allen Drasen ' Threshold Externalides in Economic'

Developreent,' Quane#y /ournal c/ Economics, v.105, no. 2 (May 1990), pp. 50126; Robert
-

'

J. Barro, *Econom!c crowth La a Crou Sectiac of Countries,' OuarterfyJournal(Etoaceller, .
v.- 106, no. 2 (May 1991), pp. 407 43; Robert B. Lucas, Jr., 'On the Mechanica of Econande
Development,* Joumat of Monerary Economics, v. 22, no.1 guly 1988), pp. 3-42; Paul M.'

.

Romer, * Increasing Retums and Iang Run Growth, * Journal gralitical Economy, v. 9#, no. -
5 (October 1986), pp.100247.
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WLu Memo: EducationalEragprian

Given the prenant level of empirks! iussarch on the maner, k is impossible to answer
these questions with anvrance. We surpect that a generic ~mpelaa will get us closer to the
"opdtnam' number of, say, nucker engineering maiors, but we can't prove it. In my vir;<,
then, it would be unwise to focus solaty on the satsmal bensfits resulting from the ust of
reactors (and other nuc! car material) in education when we assess the desirability of grantbg 4.

g
'

fee exemption; if we are to be reasonably sure that such an stempdon would enhanan welfare,
we need 'something mors.* I believs we nee:i to consider the role of such an saampdan in

.

assuring the production of adequate amounts of esw Imowledge, which is an saample of a "purs
:

.

public good."

il New Knowlede as a Public Caad

Economists use the phrase 'public good' to describe a good that has two peculiar
properties: noodepletability and nonczcludability. (Sadly, this phrase was not chosen wisely:

|
thers are lots of goods that somehow lavolvs the word 'public.'s.5 public phones, that are

/
not public goods.)

A good is nondepletab!c' when my consumption of 11 leaves no less of it available for
you to consurne. Most goods, thartfore, are not 'public" (we refer to them as 'privata goods").
When, for example, I pour myself a cup of coffee from the office pot, there is less enfres
available for you. But when I turn on my radio to "A11 Things thsidered" as I drive home,
that docs not reduce the amount of that program ava!!ab!c to you; the radio signal is a public
good. When a good is nondspictable, it is generally undesirable to exclude anyone from
consuming it--even if this were technologically feasible / The reason is simple: Given its,

I
nondepictability, letting one more consumer enjoy a public good lavolves no added cost to:

{ ociery; if she values the good at all, then allowing her to consume it will yloid a social benefit
in execu of cost,1.c., will make society better off.'

Economists have long held that h will be dif5euh or impossible for frue, unfsaared
markeu to produce goods possessing these properties-ar, at the least, to produce them and

'Sometimes the phrase 'nocrival in consumpdon' is used to describe this characteristic. In
addition, you will sorcentnas ses public goods referred to as ' social goods" or 'smunesive
goods."4

Nost early writers on the' subject tended to any that it was difficah or impossible to esclude
individuals who hadn't paid for a public good from cor= ming it.- After several authors pointed .
out that excludability problems could be solved in many cases, the discussion tended to focus
on the idea that such exclusion was undesirsble rather than impractical. .

,
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Walten Memo: E4ucelonelEsen\p60n

distribute them to all comers at a pdce equal m zaro, as is _dealtabis.' Dem ase several
problems. First and most obvious la the het that privata producers will be unable to recoup the

,

| initial costs of cuating the pubits good if they give it away; bot if they charge a positive pose,'

some consumen who value the good in sucess of its incremental consumption costs (i.e., aero)
'

will be denied h. More subtly, it will be very hard for producen m gauge potential - ,
-

true demand for a public good: Consumers, aware that it may be infcasibts or undsstrable to

j. exclude those who have not contributed to the creation of the good from ordoying it qrter k has
been produced, may misstate their preference for the good bqfore it is created in the hope they

> can free ride on the payments of thoss who ante up for the good's prMW, %e soeuk will,

be an inadequate private supply of public goods.
4

Many researchers have darumanted that, despits these concsma, there arc many historical
examples of privately supplied public goods; other authors havs soggested pricing strategies in;
which privats sellcrs might make the optimum amount of a pubile good availabis'
Nevntheless, there seems to be a reannahly broad agreement in the economics profesmon that
privre provision of public goods is prob 1cmatic. There is simply no anurance that the tequisite-

condiums (e.g., perfect informadon, aero costs of transacting or enforcing agmements) salst
for optimai piivate production of public goods. Dus, thers is a general consensus that public
subsidica are o?.en-though not always-.*~~ y and desirable for the production of such goods.:

!
nis consarisus is especially strong with respect to public financing of one particularly

imporant public good 9urs rnearch aimed at creating new knowledge. It is obvious that a
great deal of research (i.e., proprietary necatch) goca on-and will continue to go on-without
governmental subsidy. In tres,s where intellectual property rights are secure (e.g., h== of
prents), the creados of new knowledge often pays handsomely, and private entrepreneurs rush
to supply this good. But often it is either impondble to securs intelleceual pici-Ty-as in the

.

'

case of the afommentioned mathematical theorsms-or undesirabis to do so.
'

,

1

As an example of the lacer, considst a research project (described la the comroent
submitted by the University of Michigan) underway at Wayne Stats University. Thers |

rncarchers (under the supervision of Dr. J.M. Saxe) art using neutroa activation analysis e try'

4 -
-

i
The classic references here are: Paul A. Samuelson,''The Pure Theory of Public |i

Expenditure,' Review ofEconomics smf.Dethsics, v. 36 (November 1954), pp. 38749; Prancis |

M. Bator, 'He Anatomy of Markst Failure," Quarterfy Journal (E.onomics, v. 72 (August-

[ 1958), pp. 35179. -

'The classic refereams here art: Ronald H. Ccase, *De Lighthouse in Economics," !
|Journal o/ Law d Econom/ct, v.17 (October 1974), pp. 337-16; Marold Demssta, "The Privass

,

I
Pteductioa of Public Goods," Journal (fm d Keonom/ct, v.13 (October 1970), pp. 293-306.
Por a review of other papers on thess toples, see Cowan, The 7hsory qfAfarier Fallwr (cited
cariist in riote 4), pp.126.1
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Wahors Mono: EducationalErempdan

to rmd the moet effective of fbur ewtently-favored mahods of resuscitadoe following she.ck.
This pmject is aimed at producing an absoluta!y pure public good, both nondepletable and
nooctcludable. Once the most effective resuscitadon rnethod 16 determined (usuming the project
can be concluded succesafully), this knowledge thould be given away e all hospitals or other
potential users; to anempt to sell this knowledge-even if thi: were feutbicAwould clearly
be inefficient. OGer hospitals (and their patients!) likely attach significant value to the
knowledge, and can consume it at no incternental cost to society. Here is no reason to withhold
the knowledge from anyone.

The axnments on the NRC's psi ~3cd rulo contain copious similar eumples of how
nuclear facilities and snaterials are being used to support the prodcetion of pure public goods,
nese cumples span a bread array of 4=thes, from nuclear engineering and physics to
cancer treatment to art history. In all cases, the commenterutrened that their research facilities
are used to support non proprietary research; i.e., they are not trying to do what entrepreneurs
might do, but instead are rushing in where entrepreneurs fear to tread, conducting research in
areas where the potential value to consumers is difrx: ult to gauge or where the costs of such
resentch would (perhaps bccause of property rights problems) be difficult to recoup. Further,
the research supported in this way is distributed in precisely thr. manner required by tbe theory
of puMic scods,1.c., it is "given away* in the form of articles in scholarly journals,
prestadons at professional tueetings, and u lectures to enrolled undergraduate and graduate
students.

This setivity, h seems to rue, suggests strong!y that a generic sumption foe educadonal
institutions will enunce welfare But, nsrur:11y, some questions remain:

L The psblic good rarlonale lookJ an aufk! Lot like she 'enernal benejits" rutionale.
Mat's the dFerence? Dere's not always a clear difference, svio to economists." I would
focus on the maculudability characteristic of public goods, and point out that whlis privats
goods which gene: ate external benefits may be under. produced and -consurned, public goods
may not be produced at all- absent some subsidy or oder arrangernent to ensure that costs arc

|recouped.
|

2. As alreGdy noted, educationalintrirutioM ciready rectint signficant subsidles. Why }

mun the NRC add its own? The key bert is the difficulty of accurately gauging demand, or |

"And selling this knowledge would not be feasibic; the first person to buy tbc answer to
the quesdon of what is the most effective resuscitadon method would pass the word to others, |

destroying any anernpt to caelude non. payers.

"For a monogrupb partly dertxed to untangling the differences, see J. Ronnis Davis and Joe
R. Hulett, An Analysis of Madet Fanure: Etternathies, Pubite Goodr, and Mlred Goods,
Gainesville, FL: Univ. of Florida Press (1977).

6
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Weiters Mano: Educadonal Eragpnen

value. The possibility of free ridlag means shot thus may be legions of sager consumers of a
parucular piece of new 1mowledge, thst none may s'.sp forward and offer e pay to get the job
done. '1hersfors, we endow various gants committaas with resources, and trust them to allacets
these resoursos wiesly, i.e., e maks sure that prtWJ with the highest supected vaine per dollar
of cost a funded. But there is no guarantse Goe committees win not act Eks fus tiders.'

-

SMMy, it h conceivable that grants comminees win view proposals in their area ofintesent
and crpertise more favorably than pmposals in areas that are zulatively " foreign * to thern. la
short, if the NRC does nor grant an exempdon, thers is no assufance that other agencies wu!
step forward and fill the resulting research funding void in a neutral manner, research requiring
nuclear materials or facilities is likely to suffer a relastvr docilas.

3. Do aR educational Insrinetont produce pubHc goodr qf the Mnd describai? Wher
crheria should be wedfor aanpdos? Not an educational lastitutions actually produce purs;

public goods, but all try to do so. In this day and ass, sven the humb!ast Eberal arts college"

requires its faculty to perforrn some sort of research. Given the unpredictable nature of the
.

enterpriac, not all succeed But sometimas we nomi to cast our not widely if we are to catch
fish. Accordingly, I would grant an caempden to all educational lastitutions who claim that
some noctrivial fracdon of their nuclear fad 11 ties or materials are used for non-pronrissarv
tesearch. (Clearly, the public good raticttale al so suggests that institutions that are not primarily

;

!

educadenal, e.g., research anddes lika the hhrine Biological Laboratory in Woods Hols, MA,
might qualify for caemption.) 'Ihc key critation for detsemining whether rescarth qualifies asi

non proprietary is whether Sndings are disseminated widely and at a zero prices e.g., at
professional meetings, in scholarly journals, or in other pdlic presentations.

i

| Concludine Remarks
i

I hope you will find the fortsoing useful in formulating a final rule. I would maks one
final point: Expanding the dhcussion of the arternal benefits provided by the activities of'

educational institutions to inchMe their produedon of public goods not only makes it clearer why
an educadonal exeroption is desirable, but makes it easier to distinguish worthy from unworthy
appeals for exemption. Consider, fcr example, the Pesition for Rulemaking submitted by the
American College of Nuclear Physicians (ACNP). Throughout this petition, ACNP refers to
the ? unique contribudons to society' and_' unique social benefita' generaad by its members;'

at one point, ACNP argues that the services of its members * serve at least an equally worthy'

purpose as is served by the non profit educational institutions."

. Such rhetonc palats up the risks of vague, unfocused sta:amanu about 'caternal benents" -
L

|
as the sole rationale for a fee exemption. Since such bensAts are oftse unquandflabis, it is easy
for groups to claim they gensrats such benefits-and, sometimes, impos4Ible to prove that they -

|-
don't. But it is generally quita cicar when someone is producing a public good requiring

,

subsidy. Quite simply, ACNP members are not: they.uas radicactive materials for diagnoedej

I and therspeutic purposes, los., they produce prfvate goods. 'The opdmal production of such

!
l: 7

|
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alten Memo: EdiestonalEtenpdon

goods geners!!y does not require subsidy, sad the ACNP members should not qusufy for a fles
amoropeat

,
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